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Context 

Harsh living conditions, poor quality land and water resources, few biological resources- 

these are conditions with which the people of Rajasthan have lived for centuries. But 

successive years of drought are undermining the coping mechanisms of the people. Under 

these pressures of deteriorating climatic conditions Cecoedecon (a NGO) has continued 

to work with the partner communities for developing their capacities to develop 

innovative strategies to effectively confront the impending challenges that they face with. 

 

Here is an example of a village Ratanpura in the Malpura Block of Tonk District in 

Rajasthan, where the community members were able to establish a ‘Grain Bank’ to offset 

the risk to their food grain requirements during the drought period of 2008 - 2009.   

 

The village Ratanpura is a multi caste village having a population of more than 500 

people especially belonging to the schedule caste and the other backward castes. The 

main occupation of the village is dry-land agriculture and animal husbandry. Around 95 

percentages of the households have land but most of them have to go for daily labour 

during the lean season to meet the family requirements. Both men and women have to 

work hard to earn their living. 

 

As draught is a regular phenomenon, a project to address the issue of disaster risk 

reduction was implemented in the area. Establishment of Grain Bank was one major 

activity of this project. The main stakeholders of this project include the Small Farm 

families, the village development committee members, (The VDC members include men, 

women and youth members) the Cecoedecon Staff, the farmers from other villages 

(traders) etc. 

 

Type of evaluative practice and methodology 

This case study is actually measuring the impact of the Grain Bank at the community 

level using Social Return On Investment (SROI).  

 

SROI is a process of understanding, measuring and reporting on the social, environmental 

and economic results. Conventional financial return methods like cost-benefit analysis do 

not capture the social and environmental benefits of such organisations, whereas SROI 

recognises their full economic, social and environmental ‘value’. Conducting an SROI 

analysis is a way of making the invisible value of things that are essential to quality of 

life both visible and measurable – in short, of valuing what matters. At the Grain Bank, 

both the economic and social returns are assessed through the methods explained below. 



All the nine steps involved in the SROI process were applied. These steps are – 

 

I. Defining the boundaries (objective and scoping) 

II. Identification and selection of key stakeholders 

III. Developing a theory of change 

IV. What goes in (identify input for each outcome) 

V. What comes out (identifying results) 

VI. Valuation 

VII. Calculation of SROI ratio 

VIII. Verification 

IX. Narrative  

 

The time taken for this was four and a half hours. It was organized in a village setting. 

Appreciative enquiry, problems analysis were some of the other methods combined in the 

process. The data collection process was mainly through the direct interaction with the 

groups of community members which included men, women and youth members. 

Observation of the grain bank operation and triangulation of the facts with individual 

case stories and records were done. 

 

Everyone in the evaluation team made their own notes during the interaction and they 

were shared and discussed in a separate meeting. The compilation of those points was 

assigned to a particular individual who was responsible for the final reporting. 

 

Values  

The values that prominently reflected in the process were ‘mutual understanding and 

trust’ among the members who could openly share their efforts; transparency in revealing 

and divulging all the information, records and ‘shared ownership’ of the results etc. The 

other values manifested in the process were of ‘effectiveness’ and ‘empowerment’. 

 

The process itself was so empowering that when the people were narrating their sincere 

efforts openly, the other members were very appreciative and encouraging. There were 

differences of opinion on the issue of the prioritization of the most important 

impact/change. 

 

Quality 

The SROI methodology has been a tailor made tool for the existing monitoring and 

evaluation system of the organization which has been doing a lot in terms of impact 

monitoring with the active participation of the community members.  

 

The SROI tool has been used in many case studies and we have been using it very 

flexibly with out compromising the quality. Transparent, participatory, objectivity, usable 

and sustainable are the other qualities envisaged. 

The evaluation standards that we have tried to uphold through this tool include utility, 

feasibility, propriety and accuracy.  

 

 



Complexity  

Since its inception, Cecoedecon has tried and tested various approaches to 
development emphasizing multiple strategies. The organization believes that 
there is a need to contribute to innovation in the development sector and that 
alternative, innovation approaches and models need to respect or build on what 
is already there in the development practice especially at the level ‘where the 
action is’. such as amongst the members of the Grain Bank in the village of 
Ratanpura. Since 2008 the organisation and the its focal groups have been 
experimenting with SROI, as a methodology to measure impact. SROI allows for 
respecting Multistakeholder Processes (MSP), institutionalising the learning and 
to go beyond the different levels of staff. Another important aspect is that SROI 
respects unexpected outcomes and recognizes the contribution of the 
communities. For Cecoedecon it is important to value respect, build upon what is 
already there and moreover, create empowerment within the communities by 
using tools such as SROI.  
 
Robustness and improvements 

SROI is a new methodology that has been piloted in the social sector and as such it has 

become a trial and error process. No given solutions to the problems are documented and 

available. The perceptions of change and their value to individuals and groups vary very 

much at different levels. Therefore the standardization process is cumbersome. Therefore 

the methodology has to take into consideration a majority perception to estimate the 

value of certain change/result. 

 

SROI is a participatory tool where in which the direct beneficiaries and their perspectives 

are given prominence. The validity and authenticity could be verified easily and the result 

is declared immediately as a part of the process. The process leaves out great confidence 

and a sense of ownership as well. Presenting the financial value created by social and 

environmental benefits can be particularly important in justifying investment in activities 

that do not generate a direct financial return. SROI can demonstrate the value to society 

of social or environmental returns of any intervention that from a strictly economical 

viewpoint may look unviable. 

 

The preparations for this exercise especially in terms of selecting the participants for the 

direct interaction need to be carefully made. Even though the number of participants 

could be more but the people who were directly involved in the intervention could be 

more actively engaged. Since it has been a time taking process, it would be good to 

structure the exercise in phases as per the convenience of the participants.  

 

More information 

More information on Cecoedecon can be found at: http://www.cecoedecon.org/ 

More information on SROI can be found at: http://sroiseminar2009.wordpress.com and 

www.developmentraining.org (Contextuals, 4, 8 and 9) 
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